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Abstract—Model-based analysis is a common technique to1

identify incorrect behavioral composition of complex, safety-2

critical systems, such as robotics systems. However, creating3

structural and behavioral models for hundreds of software4

components manually is often a labor-intensive and error-prone5

process. In this paper, we present our past, current, and ongoing6

work to infer structural and behavioral models for components of7

systems based on the Robot Operating System (ROS) using static8

analysis by exploiting assumptions about the usage of the ROS9

framework. We see this work as a contribution towards making10

well-proven and powerful but infrequently used methods of11

model-based analysis more accessible and economical in practice12

to make robotics systems more reliable and safe.13

I. INTRODUCTION14

Robotics systems, especially systems written for the Robot15

Operating System (ROS) [1], are often component-based:16

They are implemented as independently deployable run-time17

units that communicate with each other primarily via mes-18

sages [1]–[5]. The composition and evolution of software19

components is error prone, due to undocumented assumptions20

that might change over time. When composed inconsistently,21

the behavior of these systems can be unexpected, such as a22

component indefinitely waiting, not changing to the desired23

state, ignoring inputs, message loss, or publishing messages24

at an unexpectedly high frequency [6]–[8].25

Software architects commonly use model-based architecture26

analysis to ensure the safety and correct composition of com-27

ponents [9]–[16]. Based on structural and behavioral models,28

such as state machines, of the current system, architects29

can find inconsistencies or predict the impact of changes30

on the system’s behavior. However, in practice, due to the31

complexity of robotics systems, creating models manually is32

time-consuming and difficult [9], [13], [17]. This motivates33

work on automated model recovery to reduce the modeling34

effort and make formal analysis more accessible in practice.35

To address the challenge of automatically inferring behav-36

ioral component models for ROS-based systems, we propose37

to use static analysis of the system’s source code written in38

C++. In general, inferring behavioral models statically is unde-39

cidable [18]. Even a partial solution is practically challenging,40

because the analysis needs to infer what subset of arbitrary41

C++ code gets compiled to be executed as a single component,42

what subset of this component’s code communicates with43

other components, and under what situations this code for44

inter-component-communication is reachable. Fortunately, the45

following observations about the ROS ecosystem make this 46

problem tractable for most cases in practice: 47

1) Component architectures and behaviors are defined via 48

Application Programming Interface (API) calls that have 49

well-understood architectural semantics [19]. 50

2) The composition and configuration of components to 51

build larger systems is done in separate architecture 52

configuration files (i.e., launch files). Most of these result 53

in “quasi-static” systems. That is, architectures rarely 54

change following run-time initialization [19]. 55

3) Behavioral patterns, such as periodically sending mes- 56

sages, are usually implemented using features provided 57

by the ROS framework. Hence, most instances of those 58

patterns follow a similar implementation template. 59

Based on these observations, we present the following 60

contributions: 61

1) An approach and open-source implementation to stati- 62

cally infer component-connector models and component 63

behavioral models from ROS code. 64

2) The first available data set of 29 architecture misconfig- 65

uration bugs across 5 open-source ROS system and 106 66

component models of the Autoware system that we used 67

to evaluate our approach. 68

3) Our ongoing and future work to combine static analysis 69

with dynamic analysis to add timing information and 70

resolve known unknown in the models inferred statically. 71

II. INFERRING COMPONENT-CONNECTOR MODELS 72

Our existing tool ROSDiscover [5] statically recovers 73

component-connector models to obtain structural models of 74

individual ROS components from their C++ source code. Each 75

model structural description of a given node in terms of its 76

interface (i.e., topics, services, and actions). 77

First, ROSDiscover recovers a parametric component in- 78

terface models containing the component’s ports by looking 79

for API calls that define subscribers, publishers, actions, or 80

services and uses symbolic execution to resolve the possible 81

values of API call arguments. Then, it connects individ- 82

ual component interface models to full-system component- 83

connector models by analyzing the launch files that connect the 84

ports of component and instantiates parameter of the interface 85

models. Finally, it finds architecture reconfiguration bugs by 86

checking well-formedness rules specified in first-order logic 87

on the system model. 88



In our evaluation on five complex real-world open-source89

ROS systems, we found that ROSDiscover’s recovery of90

component interface models has an accuracy of 85%, recovery91

of component-connector models has an accuracy of 90% [5].92

III. INFERRING COMPONENT BEHAVIORAL MODELS93

While ROSDiscover can recover structural models, it does94

not reconstruct component behavior, i.e., dynamic aspects that95

describe how the component reacts to inputs and how it pro-96

duces outputs, such as whether a component sends a message97

in response to receiving an input, whether it sends messages98

periodically or sporadically, and what state conditions or inputs99

determine whether it sends a message. Therefore we developed100

an extension, called ROSInfer that statically infers reactive,101

periodic, and state-based behavior of ROS components to102

create a state machine of architecturally-relevant behavior.103

Similar to recovering structural models, we can also made104

the observation that the ROS API is commonly used to imple-105

ment architecturally-relevant behavior. By looking for the API106

calls that define callbacks for receiving a message (ros::107

NodleHandle::subscribe), sending a message (ros::108

Publisher::publish), or sleeping for the remaining time109

of a periodic interval (ros::Rate::sleep), we recover110

models of architecturally-relevant behavior that can then be111

used for model-based analysis of the system. ROSInfer112

reconstructs state machine models by identifying ROS API113

calls that implement these types of behavior, their argument114

values, and the control flow between them.115

We recover reactive behavior by finding control flow from a116

subscriber callback to a publish call. This establishes causality117

between receiving a message and sending another message.118

To recovery periodic behavior, ROSInfer looks for publish119

calls within loops that have infinite conditions (true or120

ros::ok) that call sleep on a rate object. Recovering the121

frequency defined in the rate constructor tells lets us recover122

the target frequency of the periodic behavior.123

To cover state-depended behavior, ROSInfer finds state124

variables, their initial values, and state transitions. Our heuris-125

tics to identify state variables are (1) the variable is used126

in control conditions of architecturally-relevant behavior (i.e.,127

functions that send messages, functions that change state128

variables, and of their transitive callers) and (2) the variable is129

in global or component-wide scope, such as member variables130

of component classes or non-local variables. To infer the initial131

state (i.e., the initial values for each state variable) of the132

component, ROSInfer searches for the first definitions of the133

variables either in their declaration or the main method. After134

the state variables are identified, ROSInfer infers transition135

conditions by combining control conditions of architecturally136

relevant behavior using logical operators and and not de-137

pending on whether the path is taking a negation branch (e.g.,138

the else branch of an if-statement).139

We evaluated ROSInfer on 106 components of Auto-140

ware,1 the world’s leading open source autonomous driving141

1https://www.autoware.org

software, by comparing the recovered behavior with a ground- 142

truth obtained by manually inspecting the code and creating 143

hand-written models of their actual behavior. If a behavior was 144

not found or a value not recovered, we traces this false negative 145

back to limitations of the implementation that can be fixed 146

with more engineering effort or limitations of the approach. 147

We find that on our data set, the approach could recover 100% 148

of periodic behaviors, 84% of reactive behaviors, 55% of state 149

variables, and 67% of state transitions. 150

IV. COMBINATION OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 151

As the results from our evaluation of our current work 152

have shown even perfect static analysis still leaves incomplete 153

models in some cases. Furthermore, static analysis cannot infer 154

execution times of tasks, producing models that cannot be used 155

for most kinds of performance analysis, bottle neck analysis, 156

or analysis of race condition. Fortunately, since the models 157

are directly derived from the source code, they could also be 158

used to guide the creation of experiments for dynamic analysis 159

to fill in the unknown values in incomplete models, or to 160

identify representative paths through the system that be used 161

for profiling. This motivates future work on combining static 162

and automated dynamic analysis to infer behavioral component 163

models that contain more information about the components. 164

We are currently planning to extent ROSInfer with dy- 165

namic analysis that automatically deploys components, sys- 166

tematically sends messages to it based on the known state 167

machines to collect timing data or to resolve known unknowns. 168

V. POSSIBLE ANALYSES FOR INFERRED MODELS 169

Combining behavioral component models with component- 170

port-connector models, allows for analyses of intra- 171

component-data-flow. Structural models alone do not 172

contain information how the inputs of a component are used 173

and what is needed for the component to produce an output. 174

Having input-output state machine models like the ones 175

ROSInfer infers, allows to trace which messages at one 176

component cause messages to be sent in other parts of the 177

system. To check whether the components of a system are 178

composed correctly, properties such as “An input at input 179

port I1 of component Ca can/must result in an output at 180

output port O1 of Cb” can be checked via discrete event 181

simulation [20] or logical reasoning [21]. 182

Furthermore, synchronizing the resulting component state 183

machines at their input/output messages allows for checking 184

arbitrary Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) properties via ap- 185

proaches such as PRISM [22]. Thereby safety and security 186

properties, such as the component changing to a desired state, 187

no messages getting lost or ignored, or a component eventually 188

publish a certain message, can be checked [23]–[25]. 189

Additionally, knowing the frequencies at which periodic 190

messages get published allows to propagate these frequencies 191

to all transitive receivers of this data stream so allow to check 192

the desired frequency of message publishing further down the 193

data stream to avoid unexpectedly high publishing frequencies. 194

https://www.autoware.org
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